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As on any college campus, the sense of
hard work, intellectual stimulation and
collaboration is palpable at Maine Maritime
Academy in Castine. Students dart from class
to dorm to library, thinking, talking and
planning for each new paper and project
along the way.

Some of these students — the seniors, in
particular — are not only working on their
capstones, the degree-capping project
necessary for graduation, but are in many
cases also working on a research project that
has real-world applications.

Since the new building housing the ABS
[American Bureau of Shipping] Center for
Engineering, Science, and Research opened
for classes in January 2015, the opportunities
for what a capstone project can be have
expanded greatly. MMA engineering seniors
are collaborating together on capstone
projects that contribute to groundbreaking
research in biofuels, emissions, and wind and
tidal energy.

“Since we started doing research here [at
MMA] about ten years ago, our students have
been involved in it,” said Dr. Richard Kimball,

professor of engineering, who
oversees capstone design
projects. “It’s only been in
recent years, nationally, that
undergraduates have been
involved in research, which is
traditionally more geared

towards graduate students. But now, many
grants require that undergrads be a part of
the process.”

For instance, senior engineering students
John Tersoni, Shawn Silva and Catherine
Bailey are in the midst of work on a capstone
project that has real-world implications. A
wind tunnel, originally constructed and
housed in one of MMA’s facilities in Bucksport
but now operating in a lab in the ABS
Building, is run by a sophisticated computer
programmed by the students. The wind
tunnel creates a simulation of the tidal
currents a tidal turbine might experience. A
eighth-scale model of a tidal turbine, also
built by the students, is covered in sensors
and, when placed in the path of the wind
tunnel, generates readings that can later be
used to build a better tidal turbine that could
actually go in the water.

“Based on some math conversions we’ve
done, we can test them on air, rather than
water, and we can get some very reliable data.
It’s also much less expensive to test them in air
rather than water,” said Tersoni. “We’re really
looking for the efficiency of the blades, so we

know what works before we test it underwater.
We can make modifications to the shape of the
blade before we do any of that.”

While some senior projects may consist
largely of theoretical situations that end as
soon as the paper is passed in, MMA’s capstone
program is designed to not only have real-
world applications, but to also exist each
semester as an ongoing research project. For
instance, the aforementioned students Tersoni,
Silva and Bailey will complete their work on
the tidal turbine project in May. The following
semester, new students will create a larger
model of the tidal turbine that will actually go
in the water in Castine Harbor. After that,
more possibilities abound as more information
is generated by each successive class of
students — and more interdisciplinary work
can be done, as well as collaborative work with
other schools like the University of Maine, and
with energy contractors and other companies.

Another important area of research
happening at MMA is ongoing work on
emissions. The Marine Engine Testing and
Emissions Laboratory (METEL) at MMA is
currently doing important work figuring
out how to reduce emissions from large
diesel engines, as new international
regulations on lower marine emissions will
go into effect in 2020.

“We know a lot about large diesel engines,
we have them here, and our industry is
under an extraordinary amount of pressure

due to these regulations that are coming into
place,” said Kimball. “We have a new lab
facility opening this summer that will be
doing heavy fuels testing, and there are only
a few places in the world that can do that.
That’ll give us something new and unique to
work on… and we can really get ahead of the
curve. We hope to be a big player in coming
up with good solutions.”

The heart of all this exciting new work and
research at MMA is the ABS Building. As
new labs within the building come online,
new technologies become available, such as
3D printers that allow students to design,
build and test projects, and new, state of the
art emissions testing equipment.

“The ABS building is becoming
transformational for our engineering
program,” said Kimball. “Research and
training are dovetailing into one another, and
with this building, we can now offer state of
the art equipment that gives us more
capability for learning than ever.”

This combination of a thriving, exciting
learning environment and real-world
research means MMA is uniquely positioned
to offer the maritime industry both well-
rounded new workers and new research that
offers answers to new problems.

“We’re not only providing our industry
with a good, trained workforce, but we’re also
providing solutions, and new bringing in new
technologies,” said Kimball.
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Since the new building housing the ABS [American Bureau of Shipping] Center for Engineering, Science, and Research opened for classes at Maine Maritime Academy in January 2015, the opportunities for what a
capstone project can be have expanded greatly. MMA engineering seniors are collaborating together on capstone projects that contribute to groundbreaking research in biofuels, emissions, and wind and tidal energy.
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